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Temperature dependence of the anisotropy of the planar oxygen nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
rate in YBa2Cu3Oy

J. A. Martindale,* P. C. Hammel, W. L. Hults, and J. L. Smith
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

~Received 1 December 1997!

We report measurements of the full planar17O nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate tensor in optimally and
underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy (y56.96 and 6.63). The anisotropy varies strongly with temperature in both
samples: for they56.63 sample, the ratio of the relaxation rate measured with the applied field in theab plane
and oriented parallel to the copper-oxygen bond axis to that measured with the applied field in theab plane and
oriented perpendicular to the bond axis changes by over 25% from room temperature toTc . The consequences
of these results for theoretical models are discussed. They suggest that a second spin degree of freedom
independent of the Cu~3d x22y2) – O(2ps) band exists in the CuO2 planes of YBa2Cu3Oy .
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I. INTRODUCTION

A centrally important issue in understanding the cupra
has been determining the minimal number of degrees of f
dom per unit cell, or number of electronic bands, which
necessary to adequately describe the crucial physics.
clear that the planar O~2ps) and the Cu~3d x22y2) orbitals
are strongly coupled and thus form a single, strongly hyb
ized Cu-Os band. While this band is the fundamental e
ment of the electronic structure of the cuprates, the existe
of a second degree of freedom cannot be ruled out an
suggested by several experimental results. Even though
occupation of such a second band may be small, it could p
a crucial role in determining normal state behavior and c
tribute to the pairing mechanism in the superconduct
state. A microscopic probe of electronic structure, NMR h
been an especially powerful tool in addressing this ques
due to its ability to selectively discern behavior of carriers
the Cu~3d x22y2) and the various O(2p) orbitals in the
planes.1–5 Studies of the uniform (q50) spin susceptibility1

have found no evidence for a second band of carriers. In
present study we focus on17O spin-lattice relaxation rate
measurements because these provide sensitivity to the
wavelength (qÞ0) excitations of the carriers without bein
dominated by the strong antiferromagnetic spin fluctuati
of the Cu moments.

Here we report the temperature dependence of the
~anisotropic! planar 17O spin-lattice relaxation rate tensor
both optimally doped (y56.96) and underdoped (y56.63)
YBa2Cu3Oy . Our central finding is that, in contrast to th
uniform spin susceptibility, the various components of t
relaxation rate tensorhave distinct temperature depende
cies, that is, the anisotropy is temperature dependent.
temperature independence of the anisotropy of the17O
Knight shift 17Ka demonstrates that this is not the result o
temperature-dependent hyperfine coupling. This experim
tal result provides compelling evidence for the existence o
second band of carriers in the CuO2 planes. The magnitude
of the additional relaxation process increases strongly w
decreasing temperature and becomes sufficiently large
570163-1829/98/57~18!/11769~6!/$15.00
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the symmetry of the relaxation rate tensor is significan
altered at low temperatures where the effect of the sec
band is most evident; this indicates significant involvem
of the O~2pp) orbitals in the second carrier band.

The nature and importance of the Cu-Os band have been
well established. The very different temperatu
dependencies2 observed for the nuclear spin-lattice rela
ation rates at the copper and oxygen sites suggested inde
dent spin degrees of freedom. However, it was pointed o2

that since the hyperfine field from the antiferromagnetica
correlated copper spins will cancel at the oxygen site c
tered between its two copper neighbors, these different t
perature dependencies could be understood as arising fr
single, antiferromagnetically correlated spin degree of fr
dom. Using the hyperfine Hamiltonian of Mila and Rice6 and
of Shastry7 as a basis, and a single spin susceptibility wh
incorporated antiferromagnetic spin correlations betwe
nearly localized copper moments, Bulutet al. showed that
the different temperature dependencies for the copper
oxygen relaxation rates could occur within a one compon
picture.8 Millis, Monien, and Pines~MMP! and co-workers9

extended this framework to develop a powerful phenomen
ogy capable of providing a quantitative understanding o
broad range of data. Through63Cu and 17O Knight shift
measurements, Takigawaet al.1 demonstrated that the static
uniform susceptibilities associated with the Cu~3d x22y2) and
all the various O(2p) orbitals have identical temperature d
pendencies in YBa2Cu3O6.63. This showed that the spin de
grees of freedom located in the O~2ps) and the Cu~3dx22y2)
orbitals are strongly coupled and placed stringent limits
the possible magnitude of the contribution of a second b
to theuniform (q50) susceptibility.

There is evidence, however, that this picture is inco
plete. Measurements of the anisotropy of the17O relaxation
rate in oxygen deficient (Tc&60 K! single crystals3,4 re-
vealed a temperature-dependent anisotropy, an importan
sult which pointed to the existence of a second spin degre
freedom and motivated this work. Disturbingly, Horvat´
et al.4 reported that the temperature-dependent anisotr
was absent in fully oxygenated crystals. Walstedtet al.5 have
11 769 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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recently performed a detailed17O and 63Cu NMR study of
La22xSrxCuO4. Based on comparison of NMR data wit
inelastic neutron scattering data and on analysis of C
nuclear spin-spin coupling, they have argued that a sin
band picture of the cuprates is inadequate. Finally, it
been pointed out10,11 that the experimentally determined a
isotropy of the 17O orbital shift10 is inconsistent with the
picture of holes occupying the O~2ps) orbital alone.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Our measurements were carried out on aligned pow
samples using a home-built pulsed NMR spectrometer
ploying quadrature detection. They56.96 sample was pre
pared by the procedure described in Ref. 12 and enric
with 17O as in Ref. 13. The oxygen content was determin
by iodometric titration.14 Tc was measured in zero field b
the change in inductance of an NQR coil and was found
be 92.2 K. They56.63 sample (Tc562 K! is the same one
for which the Knight shift tensor1 and other properties15 have
been reported. The spin-lattice relaxation rates were m
sured by inversion recovery utilizing a CYCLOPS phase
cling sequence which removed the effects of coil ringdow
gain imbalance, and stimulated echoes.16 We shall use the
notation 17T1a

21 in discussing the17O~2,3! relaxation rates.

For HW icW , a5c; for HW i copper-oxygen bond axis in theab

plane,a5i ; and forHW in theab plane, but perpendicular to
the copper-oxygen bond axis,a5'. For HW icW , 17T1c

21 was
measured on the peak of the second high-field quadrup
satellite. For measurements withHW'cW , however, the random
alignment in theab plane in thec-axis-aligned sample pro
duces a powder pattern spectrum which created difficul
for the measurement of17T1

21. Figure 1 demonstrates th
problem. The peak shown arises from the first high-field s
ellite in those powder particles for which the field is perpe
dicular to the copper-oxygen bond axis. The signal at hig
field, which is due to other satellites, other sites, and diff
ently oriented particles, has a field-independent intensity
this field range and so extends underneath the peak. To
move this ‘‘baseline’’ contribution, we extended a techniq

FIG. 1. We plot the spectrum for the first high-field planar ox
gen quadrupolar satellite with the magnetic fieldH perpendicular to
both thec-axis and the copper-oxygen bond axis. The arrows in
cate the points where the peak (↑) and baseline (↓) measurements
discussed in the text and Fig. 2 were made.
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which has been successful in handling small baseline p
lems in copper NMR measurements.13 This technique in-
volves the measurement of two magnetization recov
curves, one on the peak~the up arrow in Fig. 1! and the other
on the baseline;10 mT above the peak~down arrow!, for
the same set of sixteen recovery times. The integrated ec
for the baseline were then subtracted from the integrated
oes for the peak for each recovery time, and the differe
was fitted to the theoretical recovery curve;17 the high quality
of these fits, one example of which is shown in Fig. 2, in
cates the success of this procedure in removing signals
ing different recovery times. This correction to the peak d
amounts to;15% of the obtained relaxation rate. The ra
17T1i

21 was also measured in this way using the first hig
field satellite.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 3 we show the temperature dependence
(17T1aT)21 for both samples for all three orientations in bo
the normal and superconducting states. The normal state
alone are replotted in Fig. 4. Focusing on the data foy
56.96 in Fig. 4, (17T1aT)21 increases with decreasing tem
perature down toT;150 K, a hallmark of a slightly over-
doped material. Below this temperature (17T1aT)21 de-
creases, displaying the familiar ‘‘spin-gap’’ behavio
characteristic of underdoped compounds. Just above 10
(17T1aT)21 drops quite abruptly. The anisotropy observed
high temperature displays, as expected, nearly uniaxial s
metry with the copper-oxygen bond as the axis of symme
However, below 150 K the suppression of the rates measu
with the field oriented perpendicular to the bond axis is m
rapid with decreasing temperature than that obtained w
field orientation parallel to the bond axis. This is the orig

i-

FIG. 2. An example of the baseline subtraction technique:
plot magnetization recovery curves for the peak data~open squares!
and for the baseline-corrected data~closed squares! for the field
perpendicular to the copper-oxygen bond axis atT5100 K. The
solid ~peak! and dashed~corrected! lines are fits to the appropriat
theoretical expression for the magnetization recovery of the
satellite for anI 5

5
2 nucleus such as17O. The dotted line is the fit to

the peak data scaled to agree in magnitude at the earliest time
the baseline-corrected data. Note that, although the fit to the un
rected data is quite good, the fit yields parameters which are
physical, namely, an inversion coefficient greater than the m
mum value of 2.
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of the temperature dependence of the anisotropy. Thy
56.63 data also show the expected uniaxial anisotropy
high temperature as well as the ‘‘spin-gap’’ suppression
(17T1aT)21 over the entire temperature range.

The relaxation of nuclear spins arises from hyperfine c
plings to the imaginary part of the electron spin susceptibi
x9(qW ). If we allow for the existence of a second band, w
can write the planar17O relaxation rate in the following form
~because we are interested in ratios we drop constant
tors!:

~17T1aT!21}(
qW

@17Fa,sxs9 ~qW !117Fa,2x29~qW !#. ~1!

FIG. 3. We plot the temperature dependence of (17T1aT)21 in
YBa2Cu3Oy for y56.96 ~a! and y56.63 ~b!: 17T1i

21 ~closed
circles!, 17T1'

21 ~closed squares!, and 17T1c
21 ~open diamonds!. The

vertical lines show the location ofTc for each sample.

FIG. 4. We replot the data of Fig. 3 to show just the data fro
the normal state. The closed circles (17T1i

21), closed squares
(17T1'

21), and open diamonds (17T1c
21) are from they56.96 sample

while the open circles (17T1i
21), open squares (17T1'

21), and closed
diamonds (17T1c

21) are from they56.63 sample.
at
f

-
y

c-

Here the subscriptss and 2 indicate the copper-oxygens
and the hypothesized second bands, respectively~both as-
sumed isotropic!, 17Fa is the form factor, and theqW sum is
over the first Brillouin zone. In the single band picture of t
cupratesx29(qW )50, and the oxygen form factor is17Fa,s

5@Ca8
2

1Ca9
2

#cos2(qxa/2),7 whereCa8 andCa9 are the oxy-
gen hyperfine coupling constants for directions orthogona
a, anda is the lattice constant. Because theqW dependence of
17Fa,s is independent ofa, it follows from Eq.~1! that ratios
of relaxation rates will be given by ratios of hyperfine co
stants. If we define

z'[C' /Cc

and ~2!

z i[Ci /Cc ,

then,

Ri /'[17T1i
21/17T1'

215~z'
211!/~zi

211! ~3!

and

R'/c[
17T1'

21/17T1c
215~z'

2 11!/~z'
2 1z i

2!. ~4!

Because the hyperfine constants are determined by elect
energy scales (;eV!, one expects these to be independent
temperature in the range studied. That this is indeed the
is confirmed by Knight shift (Ka}Caxa) measurements: al
components of the Knight shift tensor have thesametem-
perature dependence for all oxygen contents.11,18 This is
demonstrated in Fig. 5 for the particulary56.63 sample for
which we report17T1a

21(T) here.1 Values ofz obtained from
the Knight shifts predict thetemperature-independentrelax-
ation rate ratios given in Table I and shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6 the temperature dependencies of the vari
components of17T1a

21 are contrasted by plotting ratios o
ratesRi /' andR'/c . Note that for the data displayed in Fig
6~a!, the applied field is in the planes for both measureme
and, because we have a uniaxially aligned sample, both m
surements are obtained without altering the orientation of
sample with respect to the applied field. Shown as das

FIG. 5. This plot of 17Kc ~closed circles! and 17K i ~open
squares! versus 17K' for y56.63 demonstrates that each comp
nent of the shift has the same temperature dependence~as shown by
the straight-line fits through the data! and therefore that
temperature-dependent changes in the hyperfine coupling cons
are not responsible for the changes we observe in the anisotrop
17T1a

21 .
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11 772 57MARTINDALE, HAMMEL, HULTS, AND SMITH
(y56.96) and solid (y56.63) lines are the values of th
relaxation rate ratios one expects based on the ratios o
hyperfine constants~shown also in Table I! determined from
the ~temperature-independent! Knight shift ratios. The dop-
ing independence of the measured ratioRi /' @Fig. 6~a!# is
notable. However, using the prediction from the Knight sh
ratios as a reference, we see that the deviation of the un
doped material is greater at all temperatures. We note
rough correlation between the magnitude of the spin gap
this deviation.

The striking feature of Fig. 6~a! is the ever more rapid
increase of the ratio with decreasing temperature asTc is
approached. It appears, then, that the lowerTc in the y
56.63 sample allows the ratio to increase more dramatic
before T reachesTc ; just aboveTc it has become 25%
greater than the room temperature value. The bottom p
of Fig. 6 shows the ratioR'/c . In this case the temperatur
dependence is absent in they56.96 sample, but a stron
temperature dependence is present fory56.63. Once in the
superconducting state, the anisotropy ratios are tempera
independent fory56.96 as shown in Fig. 7.19 Thus, what-
ever its origin, the temperature dependence ofRi /' ceases in

TABLE I. Relaxation rate ratios predicted by the measured,
isotropic Knight shifts@see Eqs.~3! and ~4! and following text#.

y z i z' Ri /' R'/c Refs.

6.96 1.42 0.91 0.61 1.06 11,18
6.63 1.54 0.98 0.58 1.01 1

FIG. 6. We show the temperature dependence of the ra
Ri /'[17T1i

21/17T1'
21 ~a! and R'/c[

17T1'
21/17T1c

21 ~b! in the normal
state of YBa2Cu3Oy for y56.96~open circles! andy56.63~closed

squares!. Note that all data in~a! are taken withHW'cW and, because

the sample is uniaxially aligned, the orientation ofHW with respect to
the sample is unchanged for the two measurements. The da
~solid! lines are the predicted values fory56.96 (y56.63) as de-
termined from the ratios of the Knight shifts~see text and Table I!.
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the superconducting state fory56.96. Fory56.63 the re-
sults for the ratios in the superconducting state are less
tain because the measurements of17T1i

21 and 17T1'
21 are quite

difficult at low temperature (T,Tc) in that sample. It is our
opinion that the ratios in the superconducting state foy
56.63 are likely independent of temperature as they are
y56.96.

Our results agree in large measure with the ear
measurements3,4 in oxygen-deficient crystals; on the othe
hand, there is important disagreement for the near-optim
doped samples. The latter is probably another example o
previously recognized sensitivity of the properties
YBa2Cu3Oy to small variations in oxygen stoichiometr
around y.6.95.20 Since no data for17T1c

21 for oxygen-
deficient samples were reported in Refs. 3 and 4 other tha
room temperature in Ref. 3, comparison of our results w
previous data is limited. However, where the data overl
our y56.63 results and the data of Refs. 3 and 4 for oxyg
deficient samples are in excellent agreement: the magni
and temperature dependence ofRi /' are the same within the
error bars for all three cases, and the value of 1.06 at ro
temperature forR'/c reported in Ref. 3 is indistinguishabl
from our result. For~near! optimally doped samples, our dat
disagree in some respects with the data of Ref. 4. Altho
R'/c was found to be independent of temperature in b
cases, we observedRi /' to be temperature dependent fory
56.96 whereas Horvatic´ et al. reported this ratio to be inde
pendent of temperature. However, as mentioned previou
the 17T1a

21 data for the O7 crystal of Ref. 4 show no evidenc
of spin gap behavior~and, in fact, show signs of being ove
doped!. If the spin gap and the temperature dependence
Ri /' are related, it may be that the absence of a spin ga
the O7 Horvatić et al. sample4 explains the temperature
independent anisotropy in that case.21

-

s
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FIG. 7. We show the temperature dependence of the ra
Ri /'[17T1i

21/17T1'
21 ~a! andR'/c[

17T1'
21/17T1c

21 ~b! in the supercon-
ducting state of YBa2Cu3Oy for y56.96 ~open circles! and y
56.63 ~closed squares!.
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IV. DISCUSSION

We first examine possibilities for obtaining a temperatu
dependent relaxation rate ratio within the context of a sin
band model. We have shown that a temperature-depen
hyperfine coupling cannot be responsible. Within any mo
of the oxygen hyperfine coupling, such as that of Mila-Ric
Shastry~MRS! in which theqW dependence of17Fa,s(qW ) is
independent of orientation~e.g., for which Fa5ca f (qW ),
where theca are q independent!, the relaxation rate ratios
can have no temperature dependence. However,
temperature-dependent anisotropy could arise from ana de-
pendence ofF(q); in this case the presence of the ve
strong and possibly temperature-dependent peak in the
susceptibility atq5Q[(p/a,p/a) means that such a depe
dence ofF(q) for q.Q will most effectively introduce a
temperature dependence into the anisotropy. The M
model is based on an ionic picture; modifications of t
taking itinerancy into account might be expected to hav
weakq dependence.22 To model the behavior of such a se
ond hyperfine coupling, we consider the effect of
q-independent termEa :

17Fa,s~qW !}@2Ca8cos~qxa/2!1Ea8#
2

1@2Ca9cos~qxa/2!1Ea9#
2 . ~5!

Utilizing Eqs. ~1! and ~5! and employing the MMP expres
sion for xs9 (qW ,T) @i.e., a commensurate peak inxs9 (qW ,T)] as
the sole spin susceptibility with updated values of t
parameters,23 we calculatedRi /' , R'/c , and 63T1c

21/17T1c
21 as

functions of temperature in the normal state fory56.96. The
Ca and Ea are tightly constrained by the Knight shifts an
by the large value (;20) of the ratio 63T1c

21/17T1c
21 of the

copper and oxygen relaxation rates measured withHW icW .
Within these constraints, the calculated temperature varia
of Ri /' in the normal state cannot exceed 3%, whereas
experimental temperature variation is approximately 15
Explaining the larger variation with temperature ofRi /' for
y56.63 with this approach would seem to be even l
likely.

Recently Zhaet al.24 have proposed that the temperatu
dependent ratioRi /' we observe fory56.96 can be ex-
plained in a single band model if one makes two assum
tions: that the spin susceptibility has a temperatu
dependent peak at anincommensuratewave vectorQi, and
that the oxygen nuclear spin experiences a hyperfine c
pling to thenext-nearest-neighbor Cu moment whose mag
tude is a quarter of that to nearest-neighbor moment. Wi
these assumptions, the fall off in17Fa,s(qW ) with increasingq
can coincide closely with the incommensurate peak
xs9 (qW ,T). The size of the next-nearest-neighbor coupling
termines the orientation dependence of the strength of
coupling to this peak. A variation inRi /' similar to that we
observe fory56.96 has been obtained,24 however,R'/c was
not discussed. The plausibility of this interesting propo
remains uncertain pending examination of the validity of
underlying assumptions, most notably the large value of
next-nearest-neighbor hyperfine coupling which is requir
It also remains to be seen if this model can reproduce
-
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observed temperature dependence ofRi /' for y56.63 and
the different variation with temperature ofR'/c for y56.96
andy56.63.

Suteret al. have inferred a significant quadrupolar cont
bution to the17O relaxation rate from the temperature depe
dence of the ratio of the89Y and 17O spin-lattice relaxation
rates (17T1

21/89T1
21).25 A quadrupolar contribution could, in

principle, lead to a temperature-dependent anisotropy s
the anisotropy and temperature dependence of the quadr
lar contribution will, in general, be different from the mag
netic contribution. There are several issues concerning
assertion which remain unclear, however. The tempera
dependence of the inferred quadrupolar component m
have a very specific form in order to be consistent with
knownT dependence of the total17T1

21. In particular it must
drop off below the superconductingTc very steeply, and, in
fact more steeplythan the very rapid drop off of the observe
17T1

21because the coherence factor for quadrupolar re
ation has the opposite sign from that for magnetic relaxat
and is very small.26 Direct observation of this coincidenta
similarity below Tc to the rather extreme behavior of th
magnetic relaxation would be an important confirmation
this hypothesis. Closer examination of theT dependence of
the inferred quadrupolar relaxation component of17T1

21 re-
veals that it is quite different from that of the anisotropy w
find and so cannot explain it. The inferred quadrupolar rel
ation peaks around 130 K and decreases below this in c
trast to the observation that the anisotropy of17T1a

21 is small
down to 150 K, and then begins to increase rapidly bel
this. A relaxation mechanism due to the coupling to t
nuclear quadrupole momentnQ is proportional to nQ2.
Since @63Q/17Q#2.40 is comparable to the ratio
17T1

quad/63T1, one expects that such a contribution would
detected in Cu nuclear spin relaxation, contrary to exp
mental findings.27 For these reasons we believe it unlike
that our finding is the result of a quadrupolar contribution
17T1

21.
The remaining possibility is that, in addition to the we

known copper-oxygens band susceptibilityxs , the planar
17O nuclear spins are coupled to a second, independent
degree of freedomx2 having a distinct temperature depe
dence, by a hyperfine coupling17Fa,2 whose anisotropy is
different from 17Fa,s . The symmetry of the relaxation rat
tensor17T1a

21 at low temperature would indicate that spins
at least two oxygen orbitals contribute to relaxation the
Near room temperature,17T1a

21 is nearly uniaxial with the
a5i rate smallest, as expected if the holes occupy thes
orbitals solely. Just aboveTc in the y56.63 compound, the
symmetry is again nearly uniaxial, but here thelargestrelax-
ation rate (a5') is now unique. Because relaxation is du
to fluctuating fields oriented perpendicular to the appl
field @see Eq.~1! and following text#, this suggests that spin
fluctuations intwo orbitals, O (2pc) and O~2ps), must con-
tribute to relaxation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the temperature dependence of the
17O~2,3! relaxation rate tensor in optimally and underdop
YBa2Cu3Oy . We find that the temperature dependencies
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11 774 57MARTINDALE, HAMMEL, HULTS, AND SMITH
the various components of this tensor are distinct. In c
trast, all components of the17O Knight shift tensor display
identical temperature dependencies, ruling out the possib
of a temperature-dependent hyperfine coupling. An an
tropic coupling to the temperature-dependent commensu
antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations cannot account for
observations. A model24 which obtains agreement with ou
Ri /' data by assuming incommensurate fluctuations requ
a very largenext-nearest-neighbor coupling. However, n
ther agreement of this model with ourR'/c data, nor the
plausibility of the large second neighbor coupling which
assumed, have been demonstrated. The tempera
dependent anisotropy thus suggests the existence of a se
spin degree of freedom independent of the copper-oxyges
band and therefore of a second band of carriers in the pl
n-

ity
o-
te
r

es

re-
ond

es

of the cuprates. The symmetry of the relaxation rate tenso
low temperature where the contribution of the second ban
most evident suggests that it involves the O~2pp) orbitals.
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